With you every
step of the way...

Manic Month!

ISSUE 9 - JUNE 2016

It’s absolute carnage in the Hodgson household at the moment. Aoife-Mae is running
an absolute riot everywhere. Alfie (have we mentioned him before, see the pic ;)) seems
to be more energetic than ever, and Ryan is in the final few weeks of his preparation
for the British bodybuilding finals on the 19th of this month in Birmingham. As you can
imagine, Ryan’s on a super strict diet, which is something that he doesn’t really enjoy
doing in the slightest. In fact, Elly doesn’t enjoy him on that diet either Haha.
The add in the fact that Elly turns/turned (by the time you get this) 30 on the first of June, and we’ve
got holiday time at the end of the month, things become a little bit more wild because we have to
get ready for that too as Aoife-Mae is going to Ireland with Nanny.

So you can imagine we have things to prep, prepare, and to make sure that everything runs smoothly whilst
we’re away and then the last couple of days into Ryan’s build-up. So we thought it would fitting to include
this month’s edition of the Newsletter, more about this summer and how to deal with things and how to
ultimately enjoy summer without feeling like you’re having to watch what you eat or go to the gym for hours
because, let’s face it, we want it to be in our lifestyle, as we are saying day in and day out.
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SUMMER IS HERE!
So, it’s summer now and the weather is getting better and better every single day. So, we want to encourage
you to forget about going to the gym unless it’s something that you really, really enjoy.
You could just forget about having to do home-based workouts unless it’s something that you really enjoy. Of
you could do them outdoors, like we will on the videos for them;). We want you to get out and be active and
enjoy the good weather when you can. Besides there are a number of other benefits to being outside in the
great weather apart from the general weight loss from being active.

So by this we mean it’s great to be
more active. In fact we encourage
it, however, adapt and assess how
you are feeling and if you need
to increase your calories, talk to
us because we want this to be a
slow steady progress that you can
This is going to start to create our sustain.
happy moments that we ultimately That’s why will adapt things based
feel better about ourselves and feel on you and your feedback. So listen
more energized. Add that to the to your body, be as active as you
fact you’ll maybe get a little bit of a can be and just adapt your calories
tan as well. Things are going to feel accordingly. Remember you’ve got
so much better. In fact, doing things two of the best coaches there are
as a family outdoors can also really to help you with that (if we do say
improve the relationships that you so ourselves). We are there with
you every step of the way.
have with those closest to you.
For example, as we’re going to talk
about in our tech corner in a little bit
more depth, when we’re outdoors
and we’re being active we’re going
to get all of our endorphins flowing
and ultimately our hormones will
be more geared toward weight loss.

So when we’re doing more and more
things that are active outdoors.
It’s important to remember we
shouldn’t be for example tripling
our exercises without adapting the
amount of food you’re eating.
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If your doing more exercise talk to
us beforehand if your going to go
out and do really, really long walks,
runs etc and we will help you
make sure your getting the right
calories, the right macro nutrients

to balance in advance. And it also
means if you do eat more we’re
not going to be on your case about
your fitness path.
As we said, the most important
thing when you’re increasing your
activity is to listen to your body. Are
you aching more than you should
do? Are you in any pain?
If so, you need to stop and listen
to yourself because we do want
you to increase your activity levels,
however we don’t want you to
increase your risk of injury. That’s
why we ask that you do listen to
your body.
Ultimately, yes, we feel we are
experts in the body and helping
you get in better shape. But we are
completely honest with you. You
know your body better than we do.
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NEVER TOO MUCH WATER
Next thing we want you to think about, again we
bring it up pretty much in every newsletter is water.
As it gets warmer, your body’s going to lose/use
more water through sweat, so please increase your
water intake as much as you can.
As long as you’re going to the toilet or your sweating,
it is not possible to over drink water. So keep drinking,
sipping away all the way through.

So, as we mentioned last month in the
tech section, tracking steps is a great way
of checking your activity level.
Now with the weather being even nicer,
this is even more of a valid option to use.
Track your steps or if you cycle track that
too.
Now we often find that people put
pressure on themselves to hit a certain
number of steps which, yes, ideally, we
would like to see people hitting 8,000 to
10,000 steps or more.
However, if you’re currently doing 2,000
or 3,000 steps and you increase it to
5,000, we are happy. Remember you are
unique, and it’s all about seeing individual
progress rather than perfection.
Because, after all, what is perfection?
Not everyone can afford to spend their time
hitting that 10,000 steps. Your lifestyle
might be slightly different. Your energy
level might be slightly different. Your
goals might be slightly different. That’s
why focus on you and don’t use anyone
else as a comparison. Comparisons never
end up positive.
Remember IIFYL (If It Fits Your Lifestyle)
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June Tech Corner
Period Diary
So if you aren’t already tracking your cycle then I
strongly suggest you download this app and start
now - it recognises that everyone’s length is different
so do make it specific to you and choose the right
days.
Because it not just abut knowing the weeks its also
great to understand your body and this has given
a great insight to understanding my body and how
hormones can affect me in so many ways.

I also find I struggle to sleep so I can add that in the
note part also.
For me personally my confidence fluctuates during
the month and it wasn’t until i started tracking that
I understood how it was only associated with my
hormones rather than my own abilities.
I am now able to recognise that I am just going
through normal feelings rather than putting myself
down which really affected massive parts of my
lifestyle for a good number of days - and the thing is
that can result in a long time if you let it.
It got to a point that even Ryan downloaded the app
too so he could understand more about it (not that I
am suggesting your partners now start tracking your
cycle too) but it is great to be more aware of how
you are feeling during the month and you may find
it will help with your feelings going forward in many
aspects of your life and how you perceive certain
things and scenarios - You may even find ways to
help reduce possible symptoms.

Give it a go, and as always Talk to us and we
will help you :D
So this app is great for the following:Fertility: if you are wanting to extend your family it
helps to know the days you are ovulating and also
most fertile.

Protein Shakes

Symptoms: So you may experience symptoms that
you may not realise are associated with your cycle
from:

So, this month we wanted to cover a little bit about
protein shakes, because it seems to be something
that we're often asked about, when we should take
them, the best ones to take, what time a day we
should take them.

Appetite: everyone is different - mine increases
Moods: up and down - low in confidence, short
tempered, emotional
Skin: blemishes may flare up
Constipation: It could also result in diarrhea.
Backache: Aches and cramps are very common.
Temperature: your body temperature will rise as
your period nears.
Weight: this may help understand that your weight
does go up and day and why we suggest to only
weigh yourself once a month.
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And we get it. Because we're on a high protein diet,
it sometimes can be tough to get the protein levels
right to fit your macro goals. That's why having a
protein shake can be a really good addition to your
diet.
But the key word there is addition to your diet, not
replacement. Therefore, what we normally try to do
is work your day around it, and then have a protein
shake if you need the protein to bump your levels up.
Time of day with the protein shake doesn't really
matter. In fact, we often say having them in the
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June workout
So this months workout is going to be done ideally
outdoors. We want you really work on getting that
heart rate nice and high.
Do this once a week in addition to any of your other
workouts that you already have planned in. We're
going to do this five times: Do 45 seconds of each
exercise, keep it fast.

5. Alternate lunges. Drop that back knee all the
way down, ideally to touch the floor. Alternate
and jumping if you can. Back nice and straight,
shoulder blades back, looking up.

1. Step ups. Ideally do the step ups on a nice high
step above the knee height. Keep it quick all the
way through. Alternate the leading leg.

6. Press ups. Keep the hips nice and straight. If
you're on the toes or knees we still need that hip
straight, back straight. Hands shoulder width
apart. All the way down, chest touch the floor,
all the way up. Keep that going as quick as you
can.

2. High knees. Let's get those knees up higher
than the hips. All the way through, nice and fast,
sprint that through.

7. Sprints On the feet, nice and fast. Keep them as
quick as you can, we want the heart rate through
the roof.

3. Toe touch crunches. Lying down, legs up in the
air. Reach up, touch your toes. A soon as those
shoulder blades touch the floor, straight back up.

8. Tricep dips. Back straight. All the way down,
bring those shoulder down and align with the
elbows. Keep that going, back as close to your
hands as you can.

4. Squat Jumps. Let's sit down nice and low, bums
lower than the knees, all the way up into a jump.
If avoiding impact just reach up onto the toes.
Keep it fast.

9. Full burpees. All the way down, out, in and up.

Then have a 45 second rest and repeat.

1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-9
morning just helps you get protein in the morning,
because 9 times out of 10 protein does require some
form of preparation, and we get it; the mornings are
rushed.
So, trying to cook eggs or cook meat or even
vegetable sources of protein is not always going
to be practical. So having a protein shake in the
morning is an easy solution. We personally have ours
with oats and it means you're getting a good source
of protein and carbohydrates.

So if you need 30 grams of protein extra to bump
you up to a suitable level, based on your macro
goals, only have a shake if it's 30 grams of protein
or less. Or, if it's got more than 30 grams, just
have 3/4 of a serving. You get our drift.
So basically, work your diet out first, and then
move backwards; then add a protein shake if you
need to.

Things to bear in mind: Various different protein
shakes have a different amount of protein in them. So
read the serving size and the nutritional values based
on it, and then only have the amount of protein that
you actually need.
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recipe corner
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So with summer co
ming up we thoug
ht it would
be fitting to have a
salad in this month
, and we
know salads can so
metimes feel a bit
boring so
we mixed it up a litt
le and hope you en
joy it.

100g salad leave

Halloumi

and enjoy.

ation (Serves 2, per

vides: 283Kcals,

serving):
11g carbs, 12g fat
s, 26g protein

2 whole eggs

125g kidney beans (tinned)

3 egg whites

1 chopped red pepper

60g low fat cheddar cheese

125g onion chopped

150g sliced chicken breast

Method:

1. In a bowl break the eggs and egg whites and beat
and add in the beans

Ok so this is probably our favourite meal to
eat so we thought we would share it with you.
Enjoyed usually with either low fat chips or salad
depending on what we have nutritionally left.

RECIPE 23
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a little

2. Chop all the remaining ingredients
3. Add ingredients to the egg and fry for 5-7 minutes
4. Then place under grill until cooked through
(about a further 5-7 Minutes)

Nutritional Information (Serves 2, per serving):
Each serving provides: 341Kcals, 8g carbs, 10g
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fats, 36g protein
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A Question for YOU...

Daily Rituals

Let us ask you this quick question, and we want you
to write that in the answer or to put it somewhere
safe so that you can keep a log of it.

The reason we have been going on about daily
rituals and doing them every morning, is it helps
you start your day in a position of control. Because,
ultimately we know that 90% of the time the
reason we don’t achieve our goals is because we’re
not in control.

How do you feel, in your energy levels in yourself
now on a scale of 1 to 10?
10 being like best I’m flying high, 1 being really low.
Now we want you to do this every month, because
ultimately we all have the same goal. Yes you’re
probably looking to lose weight and tone up but
ultimately everyone has a goal for the same reason.
It’s to feel better, and it’s for us to feel better about
ourselves (are we right?). And that’s why we want
you to log how you feel about yourself.
Because that trumps everything else.
Like we say time and time again, there’s no point in
you losing weight or toning up or dropping a dress
size and not feeling better about yourself.
So log it. We actually journal the way we feel pretty
much daily.
We write it down as part of our daily rituals which
I’m going to go into in more depth.

Here’s an example of what we say could be
easily done, which we’ll put below.

Whether that be in control of our diet, in control of
our exercise, in control of our lifestyle, or in control
of our mindset.
So getting your mindset in control first gives you
that basis, that right start to the day. Once you
start the day right, all you’ve got to do is try and
keep it going.
Yes, we know it might not always be easy to keep
it going; however, giving you the best possible start
increases your chances of being in control from
start to finish of the day. With the daily rituals,
what we want to start to do is list our goals and
write down why they’re important.
We write down each goal five times (on paper, your
thumb is connected to your brain we are told haha)
So once you’ve written down the goal five
times and why it’s important, then just
put three things to do that day.
Ideally small things that you know you’ll
be able to achieve that are going to help
you make steps towards your goals.
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Today’s things to do..
1. I want to achieve 10,000 steps
minimum today.
2. I want to keep my diet balanced and
make sure I hit my micro-nutrient goals
or being within 10% of my proteins,
carbohydrates and fats.
3. I want to make sure that I get a good
nights sleep.
Once you’ve done this and you start doing this every
day it becomes a ritual. First thing in the morning
you’re going to start your day in a position of power.

We just almost drift from one day to the next day,
then next day and so on. Like we often say, we really
do get it. But if we were to spend just five minutes at
the end of the evening and think of three things that
you’re grateful for.
They could be as simple as you’re grateful for your
health, you’re grateful for having meals, and you’re
grateful for having a family. It could be anything. But
they’re just 3 things that can increase your gratitude,
but it’s also going to give you a positive mindset
before you go to bed.
This is shown to reduce stress. In fact, since we’ve
started doing it, both of us have increased our
sleeping habits dramatically and found we’ve not
waken up anywhere near as much throughout the
evening or night.

You know you just have those three small things
that you need to do in order to work towards your
goals and every single day sometimes they can be
the same, and once you realise that’s become a ritual
you can change the three goals that you’re going to
do to work towards them.
This is what we do to help make sure that we hit
our goals with all areas of our life. We actually have
goals that are not just health and fitness related but
also business and life related too. You can do these
as well.
So I would invest in a notepad or a good notebook
to help you with this. The better the notebook and
pen the more likely you are to stick to it ;) We have a
shiny pink one each.

Evening Appreciation
We often find now by finishing the day with daily
appreciation is a really good way to make sure that
you’re in a good position and relaxed to go to sleep,
because we get it, life is stressful.

Things are so hectic.
How often do you sit there in the evening and
appreciate the things that you’ve got in your life or
the things that go on during the day? It’s not saying
that you don’t really appreciate them, but we often
don’t sit down to think about them.
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TILL NEXT TIME
The feedback we have had from this newsletter last month
has been amazing and we have had loads of referrals
so please continue to send us referrals for it. If you have
someone you think would be interested, let us know and
we can send you an email that you can send to them.
If you like it post it on social media and help us to help
more people - even with a photo of the newsletter you will
get every month.
Try out the recipes, and the workouts, get photos and…
@ellyhodgsonfitness
@ryanhodgsonfitness
ellyhodgsonfitness ryanhodgsonfitness
We also will reward referrals to us…
Send a friend our way and we will give you a freebie,
email: newsletter@hodgsonfitness.com

Ryan and Elly xx
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